Analysis of pediatric fixation equipment with audio-video for chest radiography examinations
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Abstract
Pediatric patients are generally uncooperative during radiology examinations. Radiographic images can become blurry due to movement. This will cause repeat examinations, thereby significantly increasing radiation exposure, and it can pose significant risks to children, patient families, and radiation workers. The research aims to create and test the effectiveness of a fixation device equipped with Audio-Visual elements for pediatric chest radiography examinations in Anteroposterior and Lateral projections. The experimental method involves developing the fixation device in the Radiodiagnostic Department Laboratory of Poltekkes Kemenkes Jakarta II. The effectiveness of the fixation device is assessed through surveys and interviews involving 66 respondents at hospitals in Jakarta from January to July 2023 during pediatric chest examinations. The average results indicate that the device can be used in hospitals (3.27±0.63), it is safe to use (3.00±0.74), and highly effective (3.17±0.67). The overall average value of 3.16±0.68 suggests that the fixation device is suitable for use in pediatric chest examinations. The images obtained from the anteroposterior and lateral projections optimally describe lung organs, the heart, and blood vessels within the thoracic cavity. Suggestions for further development of the safe device include the addition of leg supports. This pediatric chair can be moved forward/backward, and patient restraints can be used to prevent falling or movement.

INTRODUCTION
One of the common radiological examinations is chest radiography, also known as a chest X-ray. Chest radiography is a diagnostic procedure used to assess abnormalities in the respiratory system, mediastinum, or thoracic bones using X-rays [1, 2, 3]. In pediatric chest radiography, positioning the patient can be challenging due to feelings of fear and anxiety in the radiology room. Pediatric patients may cry and move during the procedure, leading to motion artifacts in the radiographic images or movement unsharpness [3, 4, 5], thus compromising the quality of diagnostic information. This can result in the need for repeated examinations, which can be a risk to the patient, their family, and radiation staff due to increased radiation exposure, both primary and scatter radiation. Therefore, there is a need for a fixation immobilization device for children to prevent movement and provide comfort [6], thereby minimizing the need for repeat radiographic procedures.

Previous research on using fixation in chest examinations has been reported [7, 8, 9]. However, these previous fixation devices were heavy, constructed with metal, non-mobile, lacked audio-visual elements, and could only separately accommodate a Posteroanterior (PA) or lateral projection. This study aims to create an innovative device for pediatric fixation in radiography examination for both PA and...
lateral projections, using audio-visual to enhance the comfort of pediatric patients during chest radiography so that minimize patient movement and image unsharpness, which additional examination can be avoided. The risk of radiation can be reduced.

**Anatomy and Pathophysiology of the Chest**

The thorax is a cavity composed of the pleural cavity and mediastinum. Within the thoracic cavity are the lungs and the mediastinum, where respiratory and circulatory processes occur. Organs in the thoracic cavity include the lungs, heart, aortic blood vessels, vena cava blood vessels, pulmonary arteries and veins, trachea, bronchi, and oesophagus [10].

Common thoracic abnormalities examined through radiography include pneumonia [11, 12, 13, 14], pleural effusion (accumulation of fluid in the pleural cavity) [15, 16, 17], tuberculosis [18][19], asthma [20][21], chronic bronchitis, and emphysema [22][23], lung cancer [24][25], chronic obstructive pulmonary disease [26][27], bone trauma or fractures [28][29], patients with Covid [30][31], and neonatal disorders [32].

**Chest Radiography Technique**

Posteroanterior (PA) projection: This technique is performed with the patient lying down or standing, directing the X-rays from the back (posterior) to the front (anterior) of the thoracic organs. The detector or imaging plate is placed in front of the patient. The resulting image provides an anatomical view of the thorax from front to back (AP View). Lateral projection: This technique is carried out by the patient lying down or standing, directing the X-rays from the side (lateral) of the thoracic organs. The resulting image provides a lateral anatomical view of the thorax [3][33].

**Thoracic Fixation Device**

Fixation devices are aids designed to reduce the need for repeat radiographic examinations and enable radiographers to work efficiently in producing high-quality radiographs [33, 34, 35, 36]. Various types of fixation devices used in radiographic examinations include sandbags, adhesives, head clamps, Sponge Blocks, Compression Bands, Tam-em Boards, Plexiglas’s Hold-down Paddles, Posi-Tots, Papoose Boards, and Pigg-o-stat [3].

**METHOD**

The research design is an experimental study focused on developing a pediatric thoracic radiography fixation device accompanied by audio-visual elements. Quantitative analysis is conducted based on the device’s usage in a hospital setting, its safety and comfort, and the effectiveness of its application. Data is collected through surveys involving 66 subjects, including patients (children), patient families, and radiographers working in the hospital’s radiology department. Ethical Research Approval has been obtained from the Research Ethics Commission of Poltekkes Kemenkes Jakarta under reference No. LB.02.01/I/KE/30/019/2023 II.

Sampling is done through purposive sampling, where samples are selected based on specific criteria in the radiology department. Inclusion criteria include children aged 1 to 6 years for thoracic radiography examinations or children over three years old who might not be able to stand but can sit properly. Patients are asked to sit in the fixation device during thoracic radiography examinations while observing the audio-visual content, including children’s favourite movies. The child’s emotional state, including feelings of anxiety, fear, happiness, and cooperative behavior, is observed during the examination.

Questionnaires regarding the fixation device are filled out by both radiographers and patient families using a Likert scale ranging from 1 to 4. The questionnaire data are presented in terms of frequency distribution and central tendencies. Thoracic radiography image quality is evaluated through open-ended interviews with five specialist doctors. Figure 1 shows the research diagram of pediatric chest radiography examination using a fixation device for PA and Lateral projection.

Figure 1. Research Diagram of Pediatric fixation equipment for chest examinations
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Design Results

A fixation device for thoracic examinations in both the PA and lateral positions has been developed, as shown in Figure 2. This device includes audio-visual features, an imaging plate/image detector support, a pivotal axis allowing the chair to rotate, raise, and lower, and wheels with locks. The use of a fixation device in a pediatric patient is shown in Figure 3, and the resulting image representation is shown in Figure 4.

The explanation of Figure 2 is as follows:
1. Audio-Visual: Consists of a 10-inch iPad for audio-visual content.
2. Imaging Plate/Image Detector Support: Positions the imaging plate for thoracic radiography to adjust the patient's chest position.
4. Square Pipe: Functions as both a support for the fixation device and a holder for the wheels.
5. Wheels: Allows easy mobility of the fixation device when not in use.
6. Stainless Steel Hollow Pipe: Provides structural support for the fixation device.
7. Rail Pipe: Facilitates adjustment of the image detector's position.
8. Lock Adjuster Clamp: Locks the image detector in place, preventing movement of the image detector support and maintaining its position.

Figure 2. Pediatric fixation equipment for chest examinations

Figure 3. Fixation of a pediatric patient's thoracic radiograph in lateral position
The results of the pediatric chest image using fixation, as shown in **Figure 4**, present thoracic radiographs with both AP and lateral views. The images reveal both lungs, the upper boundary of the lung apices, the appearance of the trachea, aorta arch, cardiac mediastinum, and the uninhibited view of the costophrenic sinus. The symmetry of both lungs is evident from the distance of the costal margin to the vertebral column and the symmetry of the acromioclavicular joint distance.

Additionally, the images show the thoracic vertebrae I-VII, indicating an appropriate kVp setting. In the lateral position, the result is considered optimal when the entire lung is clearly visible, from the lung apex to the costophrenic sinus, the hilum is centred in the radiographic field, the thoracic intervertebral spaces are open (except for scoliosis patients), and the hands do not superimpose on the lungs confusion due to the image axis labels, because figure axis labels are often confusing.

**Fixation Device Testing Results**

Table 1 shows the results of the questionnaire for testing the pediatric thoracic radiography fixation device with 66 respondents. The highest value from the respondents is at 3.38 ± 0.68 for item 1, indicating that the video device is useful in providing cooperation to patients during examination. The lowest value is 2.88 ± 0.73 at item 8. There are still feelings of fear or anxiety in patients when examinations are carried out. However, for an overall average of 3.16 ± 0.68, this indicates that, overall, the device is considered usable according to the Likert scale. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test shows a KS value above the table value of D0.05,66=0.109 or a significant P value below 0.05 (95%), indicating that the data is not a Gaussian normal distribution.

**Discussion**

Designing a fixation device for pediatric thoracic examinations with a 180-degree rotation capability is a significant advancement in medical imaging. The rotation mechanism enables both PA and lateral examinations without requiring the repositioning of the patient. The device should be designed to ensure the comfort and safety of pediatric patients during thoracic examinations. Its materials are non-allergenic, easy to clean, and free from any potential harm to the patient. The addition of audio-visual elements in a pediatric thoracic fixation device helps children relax during the examination.

Based on data from 66 respondents, the fixation device is considered very easy and practical to use (3.27 ± 0.67), significantly aids in facilitating work (3.20 ± 0.64), and supports thoracic examination procedures (3.26 ± 0.56), useful of video for providing cooperation to patients (3.38 ± 0.63), and chest radiography image (3.27± 0.60). Overall, the average value of the device’s usability is (3.34 ± 0.58). The fixation device was designed to simplify thoracic examinations and reduce the need for repeated imaging, especially for pediatric patients, and is aimed at minimizing excessive movement during the procedure. Pediatric radiology often requires fixation devices to avoid movement and hold the child during examination. Excessive movement can affect the quality of the images. Such devices are compulsory to ensure the safety and accuracy of the examinations.

Movement unsharpness is a common issue in pediatric radiology, particularly in chest examinations, and can lead to suboptimal images due to pediatric movement. This motion can cause image artifacts or blur, making it difficult to evaluate the results and potentially leading to misdiagnosis.
The utilization of a fixation device, such as a chair that a child sits on a chair while comfortably watching audio-visual content, can facilitate the imaging process in the PA and Lateral position.

The device can be rotated 90 degrees to conduct lateral examinations without significant patient repositioning, which means minimal patient movement during examination. Projections from PA to Lateral usually use special equipment that allows for patient positioning to perform different chest images. The ability to rotate a device for lateral examinations with minimal patient repositioning can be advantageous in reducing patient discomfort and the need for extensive adjustments between different projection procedures. This flexibility can contribute to a more efficient workflow and improved patient experience during medical imaging examinations.

However, improvements are needed for the device, particularly regarding its size (40%, it was interview data collected from respondents). The device is still considered a relatively big size for the radiology room. The correspondents recommended a more compact and foldable design for the fixation device. More appealing coloring (21%). According to research, children respond positively to bright colors, such as pink, blue, and red, and have negative emotions towards dark colors, such as brown, black, and gray. Therefore, using more appealing and bright colors, such as primary colors, may be recommended to make products more attractive to children. The use of sticker accessories can enhance the experience for children during medical procedures (3%). It is a common practice in pediatric medical settings to use stickers as a form of distraction and comfort for children during various procedures, so the funny cartoon sticker makes the experience more enjoyable for the children. Another important consideration is the positioning of the audio video (12%), as a video display not aligned with the patient's eyes can cause discomfort when patients strain to view the content. Ensure that the video is positioned at least an arm's length away from the patient and at eye level to avoid eye strain, neck strain and discomfort.

In terms of safety and comfort, the device is considered safe and does not cause pain/allergies (3.27 ± 0.60), does not induce fear or anxiety (2.88 ± 0.73) and is very sturdy (3.05 ± 0.73). The average value of the safety device is 3.00 ± 0.74. For comfort during the examination and to make it easier for the radiographer to visualize chest imaging, ensure that the fixation device was made from materials that do not cause pain or allergies and provide a feeling of the child’s comfort during the chest procedure. This device has benefits that far outweigh the risks.
The tools made should provide a sense of safety and not cause fear or anxiety. Tools are made in shapes that can help children relax and distract them from any anxiety they may experience. The parent can also be present to comfort the child during the procedure. By implementing these strategies, the fixation can help create a comfortable and positive environment for children undergoing X-ray procedures.

The Fixation Tool is made very sturdy. It has been tested for its ability to withstand the force and pressure exerted by the patient during its use. In addition, although the robustness of this tool has been proven, strict testing and quality control measures must be carried out, especially regarding its safety and reliability. Suggesting the device is relatively safe to use. However, improvements are necessary, particularly in terms of adhesive use for hands, feet, and chest (53%). These adhesives aim to immobilize the patient and ensure safety during exposure, preventing movement that could blur the image. Additionally, foot support (19%) is recommended for added comfort during sitting. Lowering the chair height (12%) is also suggested to reduce fear and enhance patient comfort. The device’s design, including a soft seat (15%), provides a painless experience for the patient. There is room for improvement based on respondent feedback regarding safety, and innovations to enhance safety are recommended. Nevertheless, the device has been designed to be robust, safe, and comfortable for pediatric thoracic radiography.

Effectiveness means achieving expected outcomes or goals using a simple, cost-effective device. The device's effectiveness is evident in its practical and easy usage (3.24 ± 0.68), efficiency improvement (3.26 ± 0.71), and affordability (3.00 ± 0.61). The average value of device effectiveness is 3.27 ± 0.62, concluding that the device is effective for pediatric thoracic examinations. Pediatric fixation is useful for stabilizing patients in chest X-ray examination, with radiographers being satisfied with the performance and usability of the devices. These fixation tools and techniques demonstrate the practicality and are easy to use. The study does suggest that fixation can be an effective treatment option for pediatric chest X-rays. The affordability of fixation is evident in chest X-ray applications, a low-cost technique because the technique is straightforward to use and affordable, not requiring a long examination period. These findings demonstrate that fixation methods can be affordable, making them cost-effective in various X-ray examinations.

However, improvements are needed regarding the fixed seating (32%), which should be adjustable to move forward and backward. This adjustment would enable the subject to be as close as possible to the detector for optimal imaging. Another important aspect is image quality. Through direct interviews with radiology specialist doctors, it was found that 100% of them stated there were no issues with the thoracic images. All experts concurred that the images produced were optimal, fulfilling the criteria for a proper pediatric thoracic radiography projection.

CONCLUSION

Based on the questionnaire analysis and interviews, the fixation device proves usable, safe, and practical. The imaging criteria are optimally visualized in both PA and lateral positions. Special attention should be given to the design, including the use of secure fasteners, footrests, comfortable video positioning, and the device being made as light and sturdy as possible to advance the product’s innovation and development within a business context.
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